Welcome to the product release notes for F5® Distributed Cloud Services. Each month, the product team will provide additional details on key features and enhancements in every release.

**Web Application and API Protection**

**API Authentication State from Inventory**

This new feature enhances the visibility and understanding of authentication mechanisms within an organizations API endpoints. This feature allows users to import authentication state and type information from an uploaded OpenAPI inventory specification(s) (v2/3) and present it in a clear and intuitive manner in the API endpoint list. The API Authentication Detection feature provides insights into the authentication status of API endpoints based on uploaded OpenAPI specifications. It identifies two states: Authenticated and Un-Authenticated.

**API Discovery Now Allows for Custom Sensitive Data Detection**

Custom detectors empower organizations to proactively identify and secure sensitive information traversing their API’s. The new custom pattern detector enables users to define unique patterns of characters to search for within API Requests and Responses. Users can configure the custom pattern detector to search for and identify personal information based on specific data types or regional requirements. Supported data types include but are not limited to names, addresses, phone numbers, and unique social security numbers. By leveraging custom patterns, users can customize the detection process to align with their specific data protection needs, ensuring compliance with data privacy regulations.

**Origin Server Subset Rules**

Provides the ability to create match conditions on incoming source traffic (i.e country, ASN, Regional edge (RE), IP address, client label selectors) to the http load balancers for subset selection of destination (i.e origin servers). The feature can be configured in Origins section (advanced field) in the http load balancer.

**Application Performance and Reliability**

**DNS**

**Improved display of Secondary DNS zone content**

The June release adds a new "view zone file" option, which shows the content of a Secondary DNS zone in a much easier to read manner.

**DNS Load Balancer**

**Disabling DNS Load Balancer objects**

With this release, it is now possible to disable DNS Load Balancer objects such as load balancers, pools, and health checks, allowing more flexible operations -- for example, for troubleshooting or as part of a Disaster Recovery process.
Global Log Receiver

New "Test Connection" button in Global Log Receiver
It is now possible to send a test message to a configured log receiver, to make sure the connection works fine and to ease troubleshooting.

***

Please see the full F5 Distributed Cloud Changelog for additional information, including more new enhancements plus known issues and caveats. We hope you find the information contained in these release notes useful. If you have any feedback, please email: CS_DistributedCloudTeam@f5.com